
Still Simply The Best
Greens Fertilizers
You Can Use Today

You can count on Par Ex@Greens Grade Fertilizers with IBDIr slow-release
nitrogen to deliver what you Ire looking for in a greens fertilizer.

SAFETY illDlf' slow-release nitrogen is unmatched when it comes to application saftey. With other products you may
have to worry about footprinting or even burn, but not with Par Ex'" Greens Fertilizers.

HIGH WIN LEVELS The key to a safe greens fertilizer, Par Ex'"products continue to carry the highest WIN (water insoluble nitrogen)
percentages of any line of greens products offered today. In other words, with Par Ex'", you get more of what
you're paying for - more }J!QIking WIN which delivers long-lasting results with greater safety.

CONSISTENCY illDlf' slow-release nitrogen provides the most consistent pattern of slow-release nitrogen available. Effective
even in sand, Par Ex'" eliminates the peaks and valleys that are typical of many other greens fertilizers.

PRODUCT VARIETY With the flexibility to offer a wide variety of formulations, you can select a Par Ex'" grade that offers the exact
level of WIN, phosphorus, potash and micronutirents that ~ turf needs.

For more information contact:
Vigoro Industries, Inc.

Specialty Products Division
800/767-2855

Par Ex. and IBDU. are registered trademarks of Vigoro Industries, Inc.

MIDWEST TURF Expo
JANUARY 17 - 19, 1995

INDIANA CoNVENTION CENTER

INDIANAPOliS, IN

• GCSAA SPRAY TECHNICIANS SEMINAR

• IN-DEPTH WORKSHOPS ON MASTER PLANNING,

DISEASE AND WEED CONTROL, PESTICIDE STORAGE

AND RINSATE PADS

• TRADE SHOW FEATURING EQUIPMENT AND

PRODUCTS FOR ALL AREAS OF TURF AND LAND-

SCAPE MANAGEMENT

Join your friends from Purdue
University to celebrate the 50th

anniversary of the Midwest
Regional Turf Foundation

CONTACf Jo HORN AT (317) 494-8039
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Specializing in
Golf Course
Renovations

• Tees • Greens • Traps • Fairways
• Hydroseeding • Plant Installation •

Certified Member: American Society of Landscape Architects
Midwest Association of Golf Course Superintendents



The LongAnd
The Short Of It!

If your present supplier isn't pro-
viding you with a foolproof pest
and weed control formula, call on
the SHAW'S TEAM! Bill Crotty and
Brian McGuffin are backed by 4S

years of experience in producing turf plant foods and
turf protectants, as well as, over 142 years of com-
bined staff experience in management, marketing
and sales. Join the Shaw's Team for the finest turf
NPK and controls products available today!

IT!
Everything you need

for professional
turf management.

•Fertilizers .Control Products .Seed
•Irrigation •Equipment •Replacement Parts
.Golf Course Accessories .Safety Products
.Service Brochures • Low Voltage Lighting

(BOO) 321-5325
Your Grovvth Partner

LESCO, Inc., 20005 Lake Rd., Rocky River,
Ohio 44116

CALL:
BILL MORGAN

TOM RALPH
PA YLINE WEST

225 N. RANDALL RD.
ST. CHARLES, IL 60174

708/584-8700
FAX 708/584-4453
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Groundwater, Turf Management,
and Public Perception

by Michael L. Agnew, Iowa State University
Ground water is defined as any water which occurs beneath

the surface of the earth in a saturated geological formation
of rock or soil. It accounts for the drinking water of half the
total United States population and 95 percent of the rural
populations. At one time, groundwater was generally thought
to be protected from contamination by impervious layers of
subsoil, clay, rock, and the soils' own degradation process.
However, in 1979 the pesticide Aldicarb was found in wells
on Long Island and in Wisconsin. This along with detection
of nitrate in groundwater, forced groundwater contamination
to become the top environmental issue.

The primary sources of groundwater contamination can be
classified as either point of source or nonpoint source con-
tamination.

Point source contamination can be traced back to a specif-
ic source. In 1988, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
reported that deficient septic tanks, leaking underground
storage tanks, and agricultural activities (Le. fertilizer appli-
cation) were the most frequently cited sources of groundwater
contamination.

A non point source of contamination is one that cannot be
traced back to a specific source. In water that did not meet
state use designations by the EPA, nonpoint sources of pol-
lution were cited as the cause of water quality degradation
in 76 percent of lake acres, 65 percent of stream miles, and
45 percent of estuarine water. Examples of nonpoint sources

Since 1930

of contamination include agricultural fertilizer and pesticide
runoff, agricultural fertilizer and pesticide movement through
the soil, and sediment from construction sites.

Factors Influencing Contamination
Understanding the soil type, solubility of chemicals, water

table depths, topography, and vegetation can assist in the site
evaluation for groundwater protection.

Soils that have higher infiltration and percolation rates are
more susceptible to groundwater contamination. Sandy soils,
modified sand golf greens, and modified sand athletic fields
are examples of areas having high percolation rates. With the
exception of native sandy soils, these areas are constructed
in a 12 to 24-inch soil profile with water diverted from the
modified soils to soils with lower percolation rates. However,
native sandy soils can be found in most states. These areas
are highly susceptible to groundwater contamination.

The solubility of pesticides can directly influence ground-
water contamination. The EPA has identified several turfgrass
pesticides as having potential for leaching into the ground-
water. They are Carbaryl, Chlorothalonil, 2, 4-0, OCPA,
Oicamba, Fenamiphos, and Trifluralin. Only a few of these
products actually remain soluble in water. The Farm Chemi-
cal Handbook provides information on pesticide solubility.

Fertilizer sources also vary in their rate of solubility. Nitro-
gen is more likely to move 'into the groundwater when present
in the soil in a soluble form. Soluble forms of nitrogen include
synthetic nitrogen sources (ammonium nitrate, ammonium
sulfate, calcium nitrate) and urea. Slow-release nitrogen

(continued page 15)

A Tradition
More than 60 years of

complete, dependable and
economical tree senJice.

Nels J. Johnson Tree Experts, Inc.
Nels J. Johnson, Jr.

President
Karl G. Johnson

Vice President

Fully Insured
Nlain Office: 912 Pitner Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202

Telephone: (708) 475-1877
Fax: (708)475-0037
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RHONE POULENC AG COMPANY
p.D. Box 12014,2 T. W Alexander Drive.

Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
CHIPCO is a registered trademark of Rhone-Poulenc. Call 800/334-9745 for product information.
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Daconil is a registered trademark of 15K Biotech.



(Groundwater continued)

(continued page 18)

greater the extension of the sloped area, the greater the con-
centration of the flooding water.

The presence of vegetation on the soil surface will greatly
affect the loss of fertilizers and pesticides through both runoff
and leaching. The kind of grass, the thickness of the stand,
and the vigor of its growth greatly affect runoff and are of
great importance in the control of pesticide and fertilizer move-
ment. A thick, healthy stand of cultivated turfgrass is much
less susceptible to runoff than are pastures. Pastures are more
compacted and are not as thickly vegetated as lawns. In
research conducted at Penn State, nutrient loss through runoff
was greater on seeded sites than on sodded turfgrass sites.
The loss of water by percolation is also less on vegetated lands
than bare soil. The roots of a turfgrass plant will be in the up-
per 8 to 12 inches of the soil profile. These roots are excel-
lent extractors of soil water.

In summary, sandy turfgrass sites treated with soluble
chemicals are more prone to leaching loss, whereas heavy
clay turfgrass sites on sloped areas are more prone to runoff
loss.

Management Practices That Protect Groundwater
The manager of a turfgrass site has ultimate control on pro-

tecting the groundwater. This is especially true for sandy turf-
grass sites. Thus the nitrogen source, nitrogen application
rates, timing of nitrogen application, and irrigation practices
can directly influence groundwater contamination on sandy
sites.

sources have a lower water solubility than the soluble forms
of nitrogen. Within the slow-release nitrogen group, some
slow release nitrogen sources are more soluble than others.
For example, ureaform and milorganite are less soluble than
short chain methylene urea.

Nitrogen Sources
Water Soluble
Synthetic Inorganics

• Ammonium Nitrate
• Ammonium Sulfate
• Calcium Nitrate

Synthetic Organics
• Urea

Slow Release
Natural Organics

• Milorganite
• Sustane
• Restore

Synthetic Organics
• Ureaform
• Methylene Urea
• Sulphur Coated Urea

The depth of the water table directly affects the suscepti-
bility of the groundwater to contamination. Shallow water
tables are more likely to be contaminated than deep aquif-
ers. In Iowa, much of the drinking water is from shallow water
sources.

The topography of the site also influences the movement
of fertilizers and pesticides. Heavily sloped areas are more
like to lose water, nutrients, and pesticides through runoff.
All other conditions being the same, it stands to reason that
the greater degree of slope, the greater the water loss due
to the increased velocity of water flow. The length of the slope
also influences the movement of fertilizers and pesticides. The

WE CAN DO... IBDU
BAGGED, BULK or BULK BAG FERTILIZER, WE CAN DO IT!

NOW YOU CAN rOO!
• An outstanding source of slow-

release nitrogen
• Not affected by temperature
• Not affected by microbial

activity
• Activated by hydrolysis

• Available in 50 pound bags
• Available in bulk truck with

lely spreaders
• Available in 1000 pound bulk

bags

• No flushes of growth
• Constant color during the growing

season
• Resistant to nitrogen leaching
• low WSN and high WIN content

J1J1I1I11I11I1I11II\II!IIIIIIIIIII@M~~llllIij~~~,~ .. 11' I .• II'~._111;,/11: .• ~~~_ ..-._~ __ • ,.11II1r'1I11
~':! ...

FOR INFORMATION, CALL:

ArthurCesen, Inc.
543 Diens Drive-Wheeling, Il60090. (708) 537-2177. FAX (708) 537-2199
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Thatcher/Seeder
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• MODEL 83 AERO THATCH
• Power Take-Off Driven
• Thatches or Aerates
• Forward or Reverse Rotation
• 48" Swath

MODEL 93 SEEDER
• 100 lb. Seed Capacity
• Ground Driven
• Seed Tubes for Accuracy
• Variable Seed Control

We make the
solution to water
quality problems
crystal clear!

708.773.5555
FAX 708.773.4Z73



Midwest Breezes

---~
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Upcoming Events - Mark Your Calendar
November 8-10 - Penn State Golf Turf Conference State

College, PA '

November 10 - Midwest Clinic & Annual Meeting at
Medinah C.C.

November 28-30 - NCTE at Pheasant Run Resort

December 7 - CPR Seminar at Oak Brook Hills Resort
Oak Brook, IL '

January 17-19 - Midwest Turf Expo, Indiana Convention
Center, Indianapolis, IN

February 12-17 - Indiana-Illinois Turfgrass Short Course

February 20-27 - GCSAA Conference & Show, San
Francisco

Don Maske is moving to Kansas City, MO where he willbe-
come the District Manager for Agr-Evo. Don willbe starting
December 1st. We all wish him well and willmiss him in our
area.

Ed Esgar, currently interning at Flossmoor C.C., is seeking
an assistant's position. Call 708/957-5262.

Len Berg is making a BIG MOVE, he is heading to Summit,
New Jersey to take over at the Canoe Brook C.C., a 36 hole
private club. The club was built by Donald Ross in 1901. Len
starts on December 1st. Good luck, Len and thanks for all
your work with the MAGCS.

Ken Lotzer at Twin Lakes G.C. is looking for an assistant.
Please call 708/934-3006. (Ken & Ed, you need to get
together) .

Mike Bavier and Gordon Witteveen got together on Long
Island for 4l/2 days in late September and played 7 different
golf courses.

The experimental test green at Cantigny Golf Club is finished
and all are welcomed to come and visit. Give Tony a call so
he can explain what all it is and will be able to do.

For Sale: Foley Reel Grinder, good condition. Call Art at
Pinecrest Golf Club, 708/669-3130.

RickWilson, Glenview Park DistrictGolf Course willbe returf-
ing and leveling a few tees this fall. He also likes topdressing
with push spreaders using dry sand for his greens.
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Art Benson Sr., One of the Deans!
by Peter Leuzinger

Art Benson Sr., passed away on October 17, 1994 from
congestive heart failure. He had a heart of gold. One of Art's
trademarks was his generosity, kindness and willingness to
each. He taught more than greenkeeping. For example, he
always considered the current president, his best friend. He
told young people getting started that, "if you want to save
money, spend less than you make." He understood the plan-
ning and patience needed to grow specimen trees on a golf
course. He spaced them far enough apart from each other
and well away from the fairway. He loved greenkeeping and
the game of golf. He felt fortunate to be making a living do-
ing something he loved. He allowed his enthusiasm to be
shared with others, especially younger people.

Art Sr., worked at 3 golf courses in his life time; all in the
Fox Valley. They were Fox Valley C.C. in the 30's, Aurora
C.C. in the 40's and 50's and St. Charles C.C. from 1956
to 1979, when he retired completely. He was an Honorary
Member at St. Charles C.C. and one of the most respected
and highly regarded individuals ever to walk the grounds.

Art was a tall, friendly Swede. He always knew who to kid
or what to do if a person needed a helping hand. He was
a great guy and one of our best friends.

BillAiston, Lake Shore C.C. willbe spending his time remov-
ing the bent from the banks of his greens and resodding with
bluegrass.

Dan Dinelli at North Shore C.C. has a new toy; a weather
station that does everything except apply the chemicals when
needed. It has all of the "bells & whistles" from soil moisture
sensing of a green, dew, wind, humidity, air temperature at
6" and other sensing features. Also call Dan and ask what
he is doing with hydrogen peroxide and black layer.

A contribution is being donated to the American Cancer So-
ciety in the name of Terry Petrie, a deceased MAGCS mem-
ber. These funds are from the June meeting at Aurora C.C.

The Dave Meyer Family did very well this past year at the
local and state level, in showing their livestock.At the DuPage
County Fair, Austin, 17, won Champion Steer and Cham-
pion Market Barrow Hog. Sister Kara, 13, won Champion
Market Lamb, which was purchased at auction by Max Arm-
strong for $485.00. Then Austin won the Grand Champion
Market Drouc Hog at the State Fair and it was auctioned off
and Spike O'Dell won it for $3,100.00. Well done, kids.
(See page 30 for a picture of Austin and his champion
hog).

This years College Golf Champion is being shared by two ex-
cellent turf schools - Penn State & Purdue University.There
were eight teams entered this year and their order of stand-
ing is: Danville 3rd, University of Illinois4th, Wisconsin 5th,
Southern Illinois 6th, Michigan State 7th and last, Kish-
waukee.



(Groundwater continued)
As states previously, slow-release nitrogen sources have

a lower solubility than inorganic nitrogen sources. Slow-
release nitrogen sources are recommended for use on sandy
soils. Research has shown that nitrate leachihng is less when
applied as a natural organic form (Milorganite) or a synthetic
organic form (ureaform).

If soluble nitrogen sources are preferred, rates should be
adjusted to prevent movement through the soil profile into
the groundwater. For example, nitrogen applications with
urea on high sand content golf greens should be at a rate of
.1 to .25 lb. N/1000 sq. ft. per application. Anything greater
may leach below the root zone. Once this occurs, the nitro-
gen is no longer available for plant use. However, if slow-
release nitrogen sources with a high water insoluble nitrogen
ratio are used, N rates can be as high as 2 lb. N/lOOO sq.
ft. per application on Kentucky bluegrass.

Certain types of weather will favor nitrogen leaching. For
instance, cool rainy weather favors the movement of nitro-
gen beyond the root zone into the groundwater. Increased
leaching potential occurs because cool temperatures decrease
denitrification, volatilization, microbial activity and plant
nutrient uptake. Thus, application of high rates of nitrogen
on sandy sites during the late fall, winter or early spring can
lead to nitrate movement into the groundwater.

Irrigation practices that result in water movement below the
root system will increase potential nitrogen and pesticide
leaching. Irrigation on a daily basis during cool months will
increase leaching losses. On the other hand, infrequent deep
irrigation to well below the root system will more than likely
move nutrients with the water. Irrigation should only be
provided to replace what water has been removed by plant
uptake and evaporation.

Source: NYSTA Spring 1990 Bulletin 138

WE MOVED ...

CLAUSS BROTHERS, INC.
OUR NEW ADDRESS:

360 SCHAUMBURG ROAD
STREAMWOOD, IL 60107

PHONE: (708) 830-7405
FAX: (708) 830-9652

EFFECTIVE OCTOBER 1ST
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Golf Course Drainage
A Hands-On Report by Geoffrey Corlett

of Turf Drain Inc.
It is now common knowledge that good drainage is an im-

portant ingredient for the success of a golf course. Lesser
known are the causes for poor drainage, and further, how
to rectify the situation. Outlined in the following paragraphs
are four typical drainage problems on a golf course with op-
tions that may be applied to permanently improve drainage.

High water table, low lying area
For a golf course built with a river as the predominant fea-

ture, there is a strong possibility that at least one site on the
course will exhibit the following characteristics: Commonly
found in a natural low point of the water shed, a basin is
formed with slopes on at least three sides where surface and
ground water collects. The soils exhibits the following charac-
teristics of anaerobic conditions: A foul odour and very dark
in colour. Standing water remains long after a rain and the
turf is spongy throughout the season. The scale of this
problem area can range from isolated pocket of less than one
acre to a situation where most of the golf course is built with-
in the basin.

Extensive drainage is required to remove the volumes of
water that collect in the basin and maintain the water table
at a depth conducive to growing turf. Spacing and depth of
the tile is based on the grade available for fall in the drainage
line and the soil characteristics. Native soil backfill is sufficient
as the objective is to lower the water table, not to cut off flow-
ing ground water. Once the depth of the soil is controlled,
water holding capacity of the soil is greatly increased, allow-
ing for the infiltration of surface water soon after a rain.

Sidehill seepage
Sidehill seepage exists anytime there are two distinct ele-

vations separated by a well defined slope. This scenario is
particularly evident where a sidehill has been excavated to
accommodate a fairway. Distinctive features are soft soil along
the lower run of the slope, water boiling from the ground on
the lower elevation and in more severe conditions, slumping
soil along the base of the slope. Side hill seepage is the result
of a head created by the ground water in the upper elevation
causing an unusually high water content in the soil directly
along the base of the slope.

The objective here is to intercept the ground water as it
flows down the slope before reaching the lower elevation.
A series of drainage lines should be installed, with granular
backfill, allowing for the site characteristics for grade and
outlet.

Subsoil layering
Subsoil layering is a problem not easily identified. Although

water problems do occur naturally as a result of subsoil layer-
ing, they are most pronounced when the native subsoil has
been disturbed through excavating and forming the architec-
ture of a golf course. The natural ground water flow is al-
tered by a new and non-uniform arrangement of materials
in the subsoil, such as a pocket with high permeability isolated
by a impervious layer of clay. Share variances in the texture
of the subsoili are difficult to detect without removing a three

(continued page 20)



Work from the soil up
with Nature Safe@.

-. Homogeneous
-. Non-Burning

-. Micro-Nutrient Rich

42ND ANNUAL

MIDWEST TURF CLINIC
SPONSORED BY:

MIDWEST ASSOCIATION OF GOLF COURSE SUPERINTENDENTS

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1994
MEDINAH COUNTRY CLUB

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

Creating a soil
structure

to grow turf.

IValure
~afe~

Natural & Organic FertUizers

(800)252-4727

(606)572-2549

Also available in
10-3-3 and 7-1-14

9:00 - 10:00

10:00 - 10:10

10:10 - 10:30

10:30 - 11:00

11 :00 - 12: 00

12:00 1:15

1:15 - 2:30

2:30 - 3:00

3:15 - 5:00

5:30

Registration - coffee and rolls

Opening remarks

Mr. Don Ferreri
Superintendent, Seven Bridges Golf Club
"The Wonderful World of Wetlands"

Mr. Dave Ward
Superintendent, Olympia Fields Country Club
"Establishing Native Prairies"

Mr. Connor Shaw
Owner, Possibility Place Nursery
"How To Succeed With Native Woody Plants on
the Golf Course"

Lunch

Mr. Joseph O'Brien
Chief Operations Officer, GCSAA
"The Changing Times for the Industry,
Association and Profession"

Mr. Ed Hightower
NCAA Final Four Basketball Official
"Making the Right Call"

M.A.G.C.S. Annual Meeting

Dinner

• Greens and Fairway ~.~:::
• Quality Sulfur Coate,
• Combination Produc'
• Granular Insecticide
• Granular Fungicides

For additional product
information, contact
Craig Filley 1 (800) 225-2639
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(Golf Course Drainage continued)

or four foot core sample. Poor drainage under these condi-
tions will appear in several forms. A spring boiling from an
otherwise well draining fairway with moderate grade and
spongy pockets randomly located in an area which appears
to be well graded. (See fig. 1)

Once identified, drainage lines should be installed continous
with the clay outcrop to a suitable outlet. If the wet area is
localized, three to fifteen meters in diameter, one or two lines
into the problem area are sufficient to remove the trapped
ground water.

Surface grading
It is a well known fact that high quality surface grading is

critical to the success of every golf course. Unfortunately, in
practice, surface grading rarely, is well executed in both de-
sign and construction. The result area areas that suffer ex-
tensive erosion while on the same project there will exist an
area with pockets of standing water scattered throughout.

LOCATION OF SURFACING
GROUNDWATER •""1""1""1 GROUND WATER FLOW

,w
CLAY LAYER

PRESSURE
WASHERS

250
to

2,000
PSI

NEW AND USED

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-666-3900

Fig. 1. Ground water movement restricted by impermeable
layer of clay. Result is an underground ponding area.

Depressions in the surface grade are the most visible and
inconvenient water problem for the membership. The con-
dition is mostly pronounced on fairways with topsoil having
more than 30% clay content, as the surface water is very slow
to infiltrate after a rain or an irrigation application. For fair-
ways with minimal grade, it is critical that depressions are
eliminated during construction.

Due to numbers and random locations of depressions, the
best approach is the installation of a main line initiating at an
open outlet or tied into an existing line. From the main,
several short lines are installed passing through each
depression.

FREE
• SALES
• SERVICE

DEMO
• PARTS
• CHEMICALS

Erosion as a result of excess water flow through a restricted
area is evidence of misformed or improperly designed sur-
face grading. Soil type will determine the extent of soil move-
ment. Sandy and gravelly soils are most subjected to erosions.

Total acreage that is supplying surface water to the area
must be determined in order to calculate volumes of flow dur-
ing peak periods of the year. To demonstrate this point, a
hypothetical situation is outlined:

(continued page 22)
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TIM LAYDEN
General Manager

708-893-0777. FAX(708) 893-1045

1-800-666-3900
Sales Service Parts Rentals Chemicals

25 S. Park Street • Roselle, Illinois 601 72


